**WaveOne Rotary Endodontic Files**

WaveOne® rotary endodontic files, achieve the clinician greater control while preparing the canal by respecting its true morphology.

- Addressed by Julian Webster of The Harley Street Centre for Endodontics, WaveOne enablers practitioners to prepare teeth quickly and reliably for the best possible results.
- “WaveOne will appeal to all colleagues,” said Dr Webster, “GDs who are looking for a simplified method of root canal preparation, as well as those with the well-known advantage of CareOne endodontic files. Perfect lateral and vertical files are achieved with just one single file...what more could you want?” Dr Webster said, “The new WaveOne range is a much changed, extended and improved version of DEI, WaveOne files help avoid cyclic fatigue and reduce the chances of file separation. Simple and easy to use, WaveOne rotary files are a highly cost-effective system that has been created by endodontic experts with relevant clinical experience in developing high-quality, long-lasting products.”

For more information, or to book an appointment with your local DENTSPLY Product Specialist, call: 0800 072 3313 or visit www.dentsply.co.uk.
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**New Digital Doc iris Camera system from Digital Dental, the UK’s leader in digital surgical imaging and a key part of the DENTSYL® clinical digital imaging system.**

With over 12 years’ experience, they appreciate every Practice is different and understand the importance of having individual requirements. Therefore they offer a range of options, enabling practitioners to choose the right products for their individual digital imaging needs.

With over 12 years’ experience, they appreciate every Practice is different and has individual requirements. Therefore they offer a range of options, enabling their clients to get exactly what they were promised.

“Different files offer various advantages... an option that is suitable for the patient is the best option.”

Their technically trained advisers demonstrate, install and train their clients on products that can integrate with any Practice Management Software to deliver the highest quality of outcome while maintaining efficiency.

The Digital DC Iris is simple to use because it can be seamlessly integrated within the handpiece. It features a new see-touch-multi-touch Focus Wheel, enabling the user to toggle between zooms from macro to micro vision or a unique 230 USB connector that fits virtually all standard delivery unit couplings. It is compatible with a number of remote control and colour coded handpieces to match the right size a software, the Digital DC Iris delivers the clearest, most detailed images currently available.

For more information call Digital Dental on 0800 072 8395, email sales@digitaldental.co.uk or visit www.digitaldental.co.uk.
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**Straight Talk Online Implant Alignment Courses**

**Oralign Ltd**

Oralign Ltd are improving the patient experience in oral health care by providing professionals with evidence-based, minimally invasive solutions to everyday clinical challenges.

Improve patient compliance in key areas such as oral care, orthodontic and periodontal care - without additional cost to your patients and without complexity for your practice.

For more information about ways in which Oralign products can improve patients’ oral health please visit www.oralign.co.uk
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**Doc Iris delivers the clearest, most detailed images currently available.**

With Doc Iris the Digital High Frequency generator delivers high image quality with minimized x-ray exposure and can capture over 100 images without the need to recharge the battery. AnyLab is compatible with all modern digital x-ray units, AnyLab is held and used just once, after which it can be utilised repeatedly in multi-user surgeries and with wireless, AnyLab is ideal for implantologists, who need to be nimble, avoid cumbersome and use a as a back-up system.

The OC High Frequency generator delivers high image quality with minimized x-ray exposure and can capture over 100 images without the need to recharge the battery. AnyLab is compatible with all modern digital x-ray units, AnyLab is held and used just once, after which it can be utilised repeatedly in multi-user surgeries and with wireless, AnyLab is ideal for implantologists, who need to be nimble, avoid cumbersome and use a as a back-up system.
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**For more information on any of Tandex’ range of products for better oral health, please visit www.tandex.co.uk**